
Area 1 B (snapshot at 2100) 7 B (Today) 20 B (snapshot at 2100)

Identity Grasshoppers (orphan "we can't do this" spirit) A mix of orphans and kings Kings (we can do this)

General Opinion There is not enough / if I fail we're doomed Mixed Views There is way more than enough / if I fail we'll learn and grow

General Flow Celebrate Death (fear is embraced) Celebrate Fear (fear is entertained) Celebrate Life (fear is laughed at)

Gov Structures 1 Global 200+ Nations/Regions/States/Counties/Cities 200+ Nations/Regions/States/Counties/Cities/Neighborhoods

People Unisex mono culture suppression of differences Mixed Strife from Historical Offense Multi flavored rich cultural diversity multi-IQ celebrate sexes

Rights I am not responsible and I have no rights They are responsible and I have rights I am responsible and I have rights

Justice Leads to Survival (life worth more than liberty) Leads to Dependence Leads to Personal Liberty (liberty worth more than life)

Evil training the populace
misinformation, overemphasis, redirect 

conversation, country specific attacks

Misinformation, redirect conversation, external land grabs, 

treaties with social engineering conditions

Business Climate No Private Business

Alternately Avoids, Fears, Ignores, or Hides 

Plans from Gov't (except larger business and 

lobby associations who press for special 

representation)

Business Trusts and Shares Ideas (Gov't is brought to the table 

of most economic projects to authorize, empower and fast 

track business projects // top down protection from all graft)

Gov Perception of 

Business

Hates It (All Personal or Group Initiative not 

initiated by the State is a Threat)

Tolerates and Micro Regulates It (Business is a 

Necessary evil. Unproven socialism may prove 

superior / gov push social experimentation)

Loves It (Business helps reduce crime, stabilizes the political 

climate as unrest from inequality or job/food shortages are 

standard tools of terrorism, supports culture, empowers the 

dreams of a nation)

Trafficked Handicapped 

Refugees Orphans 

Widows (WORTH)

Destroys Safety Nets (let the weak die or 

accelerate the process / only value survive / I 

have value to the state as long as sees me as 

having value)

Politicizes Safety Nets (Leads to Dependence, 

Rather than Transitionally Empowering Needy)

Honor Safety Nets (equip and protect the weak, put lonely in 

families, plant businesses in neighborhoods, rescue relocation 

services for ophans/refugees/trafficked, retraining unemployed, 

orphan adoptions), Business addresses WORTH as a byproduct 

of projects for Gov'ts

Immigration No Immigration Selective Immigration

Open Immigration (goal to have a good environment 

everywhere, so people usually move for temporary schooling or 

non-economic reasons)

Land Ownership Centralized (No private Property Rights)

Mixed (Land Grabs by multinationals and 

neighboring countries lead to various kinds of 

wars)

Local (no out of country ownership of land / you are welcome 

to build here and lease here but the land stays Ugandan and 

personal property forever) 
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General Tactics

Genocide, selective breeding, engineered 

famine, destruction of the family unit, 

sterilization

Abortion, Euthanasia, Political Famine, Graft, 

Bad Science to Push Political Ends, Push 

Destructive Addictions to Accelerate Death

Produce Hi Tech Micro Farms and Share Food Innovatively to 

Avoid Famine, Aggressive AG Buildouts in Regions of High 

Population Growth, Decentralized Manufacturing, Encourage 

and Recognize Families as the best global safety net, Gov't 

protects and fast tracks business, Business lightens each Gov't 

nation's burden for THROW citizens.

Intellectual Property 

Strategy
Steal It All (Gov't owns it)

Protect It All (Leads to Monopolistic 

environments until patents are released)

License It All (Forbid sales of patents / allow anyone to license 

patents from patent holders, paying fees to patent holders / no 

exclusivity / structure to create a win/win environment / ten 

year phasing in of laws) 

Faith Man is God Double Minded
We Can Do This (Some Believing God Will Help, Some Believing 

In Personal or Social Good will Benefit)

Science Used as a Tool to Enslave
Used as a Tool to Denigrate Political Opponents 

and Control Conversations 
Politically Agnostic / Empowers dreamers to reach for the stars

Dreams Why Dream (we can't change anything) Few Dreams (My dreams are lost or stolen) Big Dreams because the Future has Great Potential
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